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SIZE WARS:
RETURN OF THE SMALL-CAP

“Size Matters Not,” said Jedi Master Yoda.  Obviously, he never had to sit with a 
client comparing their portfolio to the S&P 500 Index.  Jedi or not, as you know 
too well large-cap U.S. companies were one of the best U.S. investments in 2014.  
In fact, large-cap stocks as measured by the S&P 500 Index returned 8.8% more 
than small caps as measured by the  Russell 2000 Index in 2014, the best annual 
relative return for large-cap vs. small-cap (as measured by the Russell 2000 Index) 
since 1998.  But a curious trend developed at the end of 2014 and has continued 
through the first quarter of this year: the return of small company stocks.  

  1.85%

The chart below shows the 12-month rolling return difference between the S&P 
500 Index and the Russell 2000 Index.  As you can see, large-caps reached a peak 
level of outperformance vs. small-caps on October 1 of last year, at 16.1%.  This 
was almost exactly at the average peak outperformance we have seen over the 
past twenty-four years.  Perhaps not surprisingly, since October 2014 small-cap 
companies have begun to outperform the S&P 500 Index.   
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As we explored in our research paper Dollar Strength and Small Cap Stock Returns, historically a strong dollar has 
been better suited for small-cap stocks than large-caps.  A strong dollar hurts multi-national corporations as for-
eign buyers see U.S. goods as more expensive compared to non-U.S. goods.  Since smaller companies rely more 
on domestic revenue, small-caps can thrive under these circumstances.  We believe any ongoing trend of dollar 
strength should continue to propel small-cap relative returns.  

Where can investors find growth?  The earnings growth forecast by large-cap companies has largely disap-
peared after several years of strong performance.  As seen in the table below, the Earnings Per Share (EPS) 
growth forecasts for small companies is 24% for 2015, as compared to just 4% for S&P 500 companies. In fact, 
quality small companies which have been largely ignored by the market are providing investors with the highest 
earnings growth potential and at the lowest multiples.  
 

"A curious trend 
developed at the end 

of 2014 and has 
continued through the 

first quarter of this year: 
the return of small  

company stocks"

STRONG DOLLAR IS A POSITIVE FOR SMALL-CAPS

HIGHER EARNINGS GROWTH AT LOWER MULTIPLES

                  

 

                                                                                              

S&P 500                    18,680 bil              2.1                     3.3                          21.1                                  18.4                            16.6   

S&P 600                    1,093.40 mil          1.6                     2.2                          26.1                                 21.3                             17.6

Russell Microcap      213.8 mil               1.8                    1.8                            19.5                                  18.4                            15.5

PRCGX                        284.9 mil               1.1                    1.7                           23.5                                  17.2                            13.8

PREOX                        72.1 mil                 1.1                    1.7                           21.2                                  15.0                            n/a

PLOWX                      656.8 mil                1.1                    2.1                          20.6                                   16.9                           13.8

                                                                                              

                                                    Implied 2015 Earnings          Implied 2016 Earnings 
                                                    Per Share Growth                     Per Share Growth                                     

S&P 500                                        4%                                       14%

S&P 600                                        24%                                         21%

Russell Microcap                         6%                                       19%

PRCGX                                          37%                                         25%

PREOX                                          41%                                       n/a

PLOWX                                         22%                                         22%

  Market Cap              Price/Sales            Price/Book       Trailing Twelve Months          2015 Forward            2016 Forward
              Value                Price/Earnings                          Price/Earnings           Price/Earnings

Following such strong returns in 2013, we we’re hesitant to make any bold predictions about future small-cap per-
formance last year.  Today, when we look at what seems to be a budding trend of small cap outperformance, we feel 
more confident.  Here are four reasons why the recent trend of small-cap outperformance may be just the begin-
ning: a strong dollar, higher earnings growth, abundance of quality companies, and potential earnings power.   

As of 3/31/15
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QUALITY COMPANIES AND RETURN ON CAPITAL

With many thousands of companies to choose from, small- and micro-cap investors potentially have an advantage 
because they can build a portfolio that bears little resemblance to the benchmark.  In our opinion, the current en-
vironment presents significant opportunities for bottom-up investors who focus on quality companies.  Quality, as 
measured by return on capital (ROC), is in short supply if you are stuck in the micro-cap index.  For an active man-
ager, however, focused opportunities are abundant.  As seen in the table below, the ratio of companies creating 
a positive return on capital versus those losing money is five-times greater in PRCGX than in the broader micro/
small-cap market.  

15.6%

"Quality small 
companies, largely 

ignored by the 
market are 

providing investors with 
the highest 

earnings growth 
potential and at 

modest multiples."

Russell
Microcap*      PRCGX*        PLOWX*       

Average ROC              -15.6%              5.0%            8.5%

Median ROC  -1.1            5.1     8.0

#w/Positive ROC 698            92     58

#w/Negative ROC 609            18     3

Ratio   1.1            5.1    19.3
*ex-Financials
   

CASE STUDIES:  OUTLOOK FOR EARNINGS POWER ON THE HORIZON

You can’t have strong small-cap relative returns without outstanding small companies.   In our first quarter’s 
Advisor Insights Slides, we provided nine case studies of micro-cap companies we believe are poised for suc-
cess.  Call or email us if you would like to see that full presentation.  Below is a highlight:  

As of 3/31/15

Liberty tax is the 3rd largest tax franchise company in the 
world, and you may know its leader.  CEO John Hewitt 
has a past record of success, having built Jackson Hewitt 
to 1,300 offices within a 15 year period before selling to 
Arthur Anderson for $483 million in 1997. We invested 
with Mr. Hewitt during his tenure at Jackson Hewitt and 
are excited at the prospect of his goal to build Liberty 
Tax into the largest preparation tax service company. The 
company recently introduced a quarterly dividend, show-
ing evidence that management (40% insider-owned) is 
confident with its business model.  TAX trades at 15 times 
forward earnings, but based on our analysis we believe 
earning power is in excess of $4 per share within the next 
three years.

Liberty Tax (TAX): Playing the Jockey       

Market Cap               $680 mm                            

Price   $30   

P/S   3.9

Dividend  2.3%   

Earnings Power  $4.00   

FINDING POSITIVE RETURN ON CAPITAL      

As of 3/31/15
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PERRITT LOW PRICED STOCK FUND (PLOWX) 
THREE YEAR PERFORMANCE NUMBER

As a reminder to our shareholders, the 

Perritt Low Priced Stock Fund (PLOWX) 

will earn its three-year performance 

track record on June 30th 2015. The 

Fund invests in micro-cap and small-

cap stocks priced under $15 per share and $3 billion market 

capitalization, using the same disciplined Perritt investment 

process and team.  Please check back at the end of June for 

PLOWX’s three year number!   

ATTRIBUTION ANALYSIS - BIOTECH, BIOTECH, BIOTECH

Once again, the Russell Microcap Index’s performance was driven by biotech companies in the first three months 
of 2015.  In the quarter, the biotech sector returned an astonishing 23.2%, as compared to just 8.5% for the second-
best performing sector, Consumers Services, and 3.14% for the Russell Microcap Index as a whole.  We have spoken 
at length about the biotech story and what it may mean for investors in recent commentaries.  As a reminder, since 
2010, there has been a 50% increase in the healthcare weight of the Russell Microcap Index, and more than ½ of the 
index is now represented by just two industries, healthcare (26.9%) and financials (25.6%).  We don’t know exactly 
when or how this plays out, but it certainly poses risks to passive micro-cap investors. 

PLOWX

"Since 2010, there has been a 50% increase in the healthcare 
weight of the Russell Microcap Index, and more than ½ of the index 
is now represented by just two industries, healthcare (26.9%) and 
financials (25.6%)."
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Active investing has higher management fees because of the manager’s increased level of involvement while passive investing has lower manage-
ment and operating fees. Investing in both actively and passively managed mutual funds involves risk and principal loss is possible. Both actively 
and passively managed mutual funds generally have daily liquidity. There are no guarantees regarding the performance of actively and passively 
managed mutual funds. Actively managed mutual funds may have higher portfolio turnover than passively managed funds. Excessive turnover can 
limit returns and can incur capital gains.

Mutual fund investing involves risk.  Principal loss is possible.  The Funds invest in smaller companies, which involve additional risks such as lim-
ited liquidity and greater volatility than larger companies.  The Funds invest in micro cap companies which tend to perform poorly during times 
of economic stress.  The Ultra MicroCap Fund and Low Priced Stock Fund may invest in early stage companies which tend to be more volatile and 
somewhat more speculative than investments in more established companies. Low Priced stocks are generally more volatile than higher priced 
securities.

Earnings growth is not representative of the fund’s future performance.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Index performance is not illustrative of fund performance. 
One cannot invest directly in an index. Please call 1-800-331-8936 for fund performance.

The Perritt Funds are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC

Price-To-Sales Ratio (P/S) is a tool for calculating a stock's valuation relative to other companies, calculated by dividing a stock's current price by its 
revenue per share. Price-Earnings Ratio (P/E) is a valuation ratio of a company’s current share price compared to its per-share earnings. It is calcu-
lated as the market value per share divided by earnings per share. Russell 2000 Index is an index measure the performance approximately 2,000 
small-cap companies in the Russell 3000 Index, which is made up of 3,000 of the biggest U.S. stocks.  S&P 500 Index is an index of 500 stocks 
chosen for market size, liquidity and industry grouping, among other factors. The S&P 500 is designed to be a leading indicator of U.S. equities and 
is meant to reflect the risk/return characteristics of the large cap universe.  F -Forward  Earnings Per Share (EPS) is the portion of a company’s profit 
allocated to each outstanding share of common stock. Earnings per share serves as an indicator of a company’s profitability.
S&P 600 Index is an index of small-cap stocks managed by Standard and Poor’s. The S&P 600 SmallCap Index covers a broad range of small cap 
stocks in the United States. The index is weighted according to market capitalization and covers about 3-4% of the total market for equities in the 
United States.  Return on Capital (ROC) is a return from an investment that is not considered income. The return on capital is when some or all of the 
money an investor has in an investment is paid back to him or her.   Forward Earnings is a company’s forecasted, or estimated, earnings made by 
analysts or by the company itself.  Price-to-Book Value Ratio (P/BV) is a ratio used to compare a stock’s market value to its book value. It is calculated 
by dividing the current closing price of the stock by the latest quarter’s book value per share.  Market Capitalization (Mkt Cap) is the total dollar mar-
ket value of all of a company’s outstanding shares. Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying a company’s shares outstanding by the current 
market price of one share.  Russell S&P/Delta is the rolling 12 month performance each quarter of the Russell 2000 minus the S&P 500 Index.

The information provided herein represents the opinion of Perritt Capital Management and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee 
of future results, nor investment advice.

The Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses must be considered carefully before investing.  The 
statutory and summary prospectus contain this and other important information about the investment company and 
may be obtained by calling 1-800-331-8936 or by visiting www.perrittcap.com/index  Read carefully before investing.

Fund holdings are subject to change and should not be considered a recommendation to buy or sell any security
Liberty Tax (TAX) holds a 0.65% position in the Perritt Ultra Microcap Fund (PREOX) and a 0.78% position in the Perritt Microcap Opportunities Fund (PRC-
GX).  The Russell Microcap index is a capitalization weighted index of 2,000 small cap and micro cap stocks that captures the smallest 1,000 companies in 
the Russell 2000, plus 1,000 smaller U.S.-based listed stocks.  It is not possible to invest directly in an index.  


